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In this paper we develop an ideal theory for certain submonoids of the nonzero
integers. We associate one of these monoids to each quadratic number field and
show that the genus theory of ideals and genus characters of the number field are
virtually the same as the ideal theory and the characters of the ideal class group of
the monoid. We define L-functions associated to characters of the class group of a
finite intersection of these monoids and prove an analogue of Dirichlet’s theorem
on primes in an arithmetic progression. We further prove a curious relationship
between the nature of the singularity of the zeta function and the 2-rank of the class
group.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are concerned with the arithmetic and ideal theory of
certain commutative cancellation monoids. This theory was developed by
Clifford (see [3]) and others in analogy to the theory of divisorial ideals
for integral domains introduced earlier by Artin. It can be shown that the
ideal class group for a certain large class of monoids is just like the class
group of a Krull domain in the sense that it is an obstruction to unique
factorization. In Section 2 we describe this theory and characterize factorial
monoids. In Section 3 we study certain submonoids of the integers, which
we call arithmetic monoids (see Definition 3), whose arithmetic and ideal
theory are remarkably similar to that of the ring of integers in an algebraic
number field. In Section 4 we specialize further to those arithmetic monoids
associated to quadratic number fields. Here we show that the genus theory
of the ideals of a quadratic number field K is in fact the ideal theory of an
associated monoid and that the genus characters are characters of the ideal
class group of these monoids. In Section 5 we study finite intersections of
the monoids defined in Section 4. We define generalized genus characters,
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L-functions, and we prove an analogue of Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in
an arithmetic progression. We also derive a simple relationship between the
2-rank of the class group and the nature of the singularity of the zeta func-
tion at 1. In Section 6 we construct examples and show that an arithmetic
monoid can have a countably infinite class group.
2. FACTORIAL MONOIDS
Let M be a cancellation monoid and Q(M) its group of fractions. We say
that M is a factorial monoid if there exists a subset I of M such that any
a in M can be written uniquely up to order as a product
a=u ‘
p # I
pn( p),
where u is a unit of M and the n( p) are nonnegative integers with n( p)=0
for all but finitely many p.
The best known example of a factorial monoid is Z*, the nonzero
integers. But more generally if A is a factorial domain and A* denotes the
monoid of nonzero elements of A under multiplication, then A* is a
factorial monoid.
Here we need to develop the theory of ideals for a cancellation monoid
M. We shall give definitions and complete proofs for the convenience of the
reader but this theory is almost exactly the same as the theory of divisorial
ideals of integral domains. References for the theory of divisorial ideals are
Bourbaki (see [2]), Fossum (see [4]) and especially Samuel (see [11]). A
principal M-ideal is a subset of Q(M) of the form Mx. Further an M-ideal
is a nonempty intersection of principal M-ideals.
Proposition 1. 1. All M-ideals are of the form
(M : S)=[x # Q(M) | xSM],
where S is a nonempty subset of Q(M).
2. If S and T are subsets of Q(M) and ST, then (M : T)(M : S).
3. If S is a subset of M, then (M : (M : S)) is the smallest M-ideal
containing S.
Proof. 1. If S is a subset of Q(M), then
(M : S)=[x # Q(M) | xSM]= ,
s # S
Ms&1
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and so if this intersection is not empty it is an M-ideal. Next if A is an
M-ideal, then there is a subset T of Q(M) so that A=t # T Mt. But if
S=[t&1 | t # T], then A=(M : S).
2. Suppose that ST, where S and T are subsets of Q(M). If
x # Q(M) so that xTM, then xSxTM, i.e., (M : T )(M : S).
3. Let S be a non-empty subset of M, then clearly S(M : (M : S)).
Now suppose x # Q(M) and that SMx, then, by two applications of (2),
we have that (M : (M : S))(M : (M : Mx)). However, (M : Mx)=Mx&1
and so (M : (M : Mx))=Mx. Hence, (M : (M : S))Mx and so our
result. K
If a, b # M, then b divides a (in notation b | a) means there exists c # M
so that a=bc. The units of M are those u in M so that u | 1. Further we
say that a nonunit b properly divides a if a=bc and c is not a unit of M.
An element c of M is determined up to a unit multiple as the greatest com-
mon divisor of two elements a and b of M, if c | a, c | b and for any d # M
such that d | a and d | b, then d | c. Our notation is c=GCD(a, b). It is
shown in Jacobson (see [8]) that M is a factorial monoid if and only if any
two nonzero elements of M have a GCD and the divisor chain condition
holds (DCC) for M; i.e., there are no infinite sequences of elements of M,
[ai]i=1 with ai+1 a proper divisor of ai .
Let Q+ and Z+ denote the positive rationals and positive integers,
respectively.
Definition 1. A mapping N : Q(M)  Q+ is said to be a norm on the
pair (M, Q(M)) if the following properties hold:
1. N(xy)=N(x) N( y) for all x and y in Q(M).
2. N(a) # Z+ for all a # M.
3. For a in M, N(a)=1 if and only if a is a unit of M.
Theorem 1. A cancellation monoid M is a factorial monoid if and only
if there is a norm N on the pair (M, Q(M)) satisfying the following condi-
tion: Given a, b # M such that a does not divide b and b does not divide a,
there exists c # (M : (M : [a, b])) with N(c)<min(N(a), N(b)).
Proof. Suppose that there is a norm N on the pair (M, Q(M))
satisfying the above condition. As we saw above it suffices to prove that
any two elements of M have a GCD and that DCC holds for M.
(GCD) Let a, b # M, then (M : (M : [a, b]))M is an M-ideal. Let
c be an element of (M : (M : [a, b])) of smallest norm, N(c). We will show
that (M : (M : [a, b]))=cM. Suppose e # (M : (M : [a, b])) and c does not
divide e, then e cannot divide c because N(c)N(e) and if e | c, then
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N(ce)=1; i.e., e would be a unit times c, which is not possible by our
assumption. There exists an f # (M : (M : [e, c])) such that N( f )<
min(N(e), N(c))=N(c). However, because [e, c](M : (M : [a, b])), we
have that
(M : (M : (M : [a, b])))(M : [e, c])
and, thus,
f # (M : (M : [e, c]))(M : (M : (M : (M : [a, b]))))
=(M : (M : [a, b])),
contradicting the minimality of N(c). Now to show that c=GCD(a, b), we
note that c | a and c | b. Next if d # M such that d | a and d | b; i.e.,
[a, b]Md. Then since Md is an M-ideal and (M : (M : [a, b])) is the
smallest M-ideal containing [a, b], we have that
cM=(M : (M : [a, b]))Md,
i.e., d | c.
(DCC) If we had an infinite sequence of a1 , a2 , . . . so that ai+1 is a
proper divisor of ai , for i1, then we would have an infinite strictly
descending chain of positive integers N(a1)>N(a2)> } } } , which is clearly
impossible.
Suppose that M is a factorial monoid. Let I consist of one irreducible
element from each associate class of irreducible elements. Then if a is an
element of M we write
a=u ‘
p # I
pn( p),
where u is a unit of M and the n( p) are nonnegative integers with n( p)=0
for all but finitely many p. Here we set N(a)=2p # I n( p). We extend N by
multiplicativity to all of Q(M). It is easy to see that N is a norm on the pair
(M, Q(M)).
Next suppose a, b # M such that a does not divide b and b does not
divide a. If c=GCD(a, b), then cM=(M : (M : [a, b])) and since c
properly divides a and b, we must have that N(c)<min(n(a), N(b)). K
3. ARITHMETIC MONOIDS
Let 2 be a nonzero integer and denote by Z(2) the monoid of integers
relatively prime to 2. By the fundamental theorem of arithmetic Z(2) is a
factorial monoid.
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Definition 2. A submonoid M of Z(2) is called arithmetic if for any
c # Z(2) there is a positive integer m so that cm # M.
Further we say that M is closed (in Z(2)) if given a, b # M with a | b in
Z(2) then a | b in M. It is easy to see that if M is arithmetic in Z(2), then
M is closed if and only if M=Q(M) & Z(2).
Lemma 1. Suppose that M1 , M2 , ..., Mk is a finite collection of
arithmetic and closed monoids, then
M= ,
k
i=1
Mi
is arithmetic and closed.
Proof. We first show that Q(M)=ki=1 Q(Mi). If x # 
k
i=1 Q(Mi), then
for each i there exist bi # Mi so that bi x # Mi . Choosing a positive integer
m so that bmi # Mj for 1 jk, we have that (b1b2 } } } bk)
m x # Mi for all i.
Hence, Ki=1 Q(Mi)Q(M) and since it is clear that the opposite inclusion
holds we have that Q(M)=ki=1 Q(Mi).
Finally, Q(M) & Z(2)=ki=1 (Q(Mi) & Z(2))=
k
i=1 Mi=M and our
result is established. K
Suppose that [Mi]i=1 is an infinite collection of arithmetic and closed
monoids and there is a positive integer m, independent of i, so that cm # Mi
for any c # Z(2), then the proof in the above lemma can be modified to
show that M=i=1 Mi is arithmetic and closed.
From now on we will assume that M is a arithmetic and closed in Z(2).
Let I(M) denote the set of all M-ideals and I(M)+ the set of all M-ideals
A such that AM. We note that if B # I(M), then there is a nonempty
subset S of Q(M) so that B=x # S Mx. Given any x # S we have that
x=ab with a, b # M. Hence, BbM. Thus it follows that for any
B # I(M) there exists A # I(M)+ and x # Q(M) so that B=Ax. We
define a map N : I(M)  Q+ as follows: If A # I(M)+ we set N(A)=
GCDZ(2)[a | a # A], where we are taking the positive greatest common
divisor of the elements of A in Z(2). Next if B # I(M), then there exist
A # I(M)+ and x # Q(M) so that B=Ax and we set N(B)=N(A) |x|.
Lemma 2. If A # I(M)+, then A=[a # M |N(A)| a].
Proof. Set g=N(A). Let m be a positive integer so that gm # M. Set
B=M & (a # A M(gmam&1)). We notice that if b # M and g | b, then
gm | bam&1 for any a # A and because gm # M and M is closed it follows
that b # B. Next suppose that b # B; then by definition of B, we have that
gm | bam&1 for any a # A and so g | b(ag)m&1 for any a # A. If p is a prime
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such that p | g, then, because g=N(A), there exists a # A such that p does
not divide ag and so if pv | g, v a positive integer, then pv | b. Hence it
follows that g | b. So we have shown that B=[a # M | g| a] is an M-ideal
and clearly AB.
Because ABM, we have that A(M : B)=[ax | a # A, x # B]M.
Hence C=(M : (M : A(M : B))M and because (am&1gm) # (M : B) for
any a # A we have that (ag)m # C for every a # A. So it follows that
N(C)=1. If x # (M : C) and c # C, then xc # M implies that there is a d # M
with x=dc. If p is a prime and p | c, then there is a c1 # C so that p does
not divide c1 . But because dc1 c # M we have that if pv | c, v a positive
integer, then pv | d; i.e., c | d. Because it is clear that M(M : C) and we
have just shown that (M : C)M, so it follows that M=(M : C). Finally
since C=(M : (M : C)) and M=(M : C) we have that C=M, from which
we conclude that A=B. K
If S is a nonempty subset of M, then the smallest M-ideal containing S
is denoted by (S)M=(M : (M : S)) and we refer to (S)M as the M-ideal
generated by S.
Corollary 1. If S is a subset of M and g is the GCD of the elements
of S in Z(2), then (S)M=[a # M | g| a] and N((S)M)= g.
Proof. Set A=M & (a # S M(gmam&1)), where m is a positive integer
so that gm # M. If b # M and g | b, then for any a # S we have that
gm | bam&1. Hence A is an M-ideal and SA. Next if b # A, then for any
a # S we have that gm | bam&1 and so g | b(ag)m&1. If p is a prime such that
p | g, then there is an a # S so that p does not divide ag and because
g | b(ag)m&1, if v is a positive integer so that pv | g, then pv | b. Thus it
follows that g | b and that (S)M=A, with N(A)= g. K
Lemma 3. If A, B # I(M), then N((M : (M : AB)))=N(A) N(B).
Proof. Suppose A, B # I(M) so that N(A)=x and N(B)= y. We can
write A=A0x0 and B=B0y0 , where A0 , B0 # I(M)+ and x0 , y0 # Q(M).
Set C=(M : (M : A0x0 B0y0))=(M : (M : A0B0)) x0y0 . By Lemma 2,
we have that N((M : (M : A0 B0)))=N(A0) N(B0) and thus N(C)=
N(A0) N(B0) |x0y0 |=N(A0) |x0 | N(A0) | y0 |=xy. K
Lemma 4. If A # I(M), then (M : (M : A(M : A)))=M and
N((M : A))=N(A)&1.
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Proof. Let A # I(M)+, then because A(M : A)M we have that
A(M : A)C=(M : (M : A(M : A)))M.
Set g=N(A) and let m be a positive integer so that gm # M. Because M is
closed, if a, b # A, then (am&1gm) b=am&1bgm # M. Hence for any a # A,
(am&1gm) # (M : A). Thus S=[(ag)m | a # A]A(M : A)C. Hence
N(C)=N(A) N((M : A))=1 and because CM we have, by Lemma 2,
that C=M.
Now suppose that A # I(M), then there exists A0 # I(M)+ and x0 #
Q(M) so that A=A0x0 . We first show that (M : A0 x0)=(M : A0) x&10 .
Let y # (M : A0), then yx&10 A0x0= yA0 M and so (M : A0) x
&1
0 
(M : A0x0). The opposite inequality is now obtained by noting that if
t # (M : Ax0), then tAx0=(tx0) AM; i.e., tx0 # (M : A), and so
t # (M : A0) x&10 . Since (M : A)=(M : A0) x
&1
0 it follows that n((M : A))
=N(A0)&1 |x0 | &1=N(A&1. Finally, because C=(M : (M : A(M : A)))
M and N(C=1 we have as above that C=M. K
We define a binary operation on I(M) given as follows. If A, B # I(M),
then A b B=(M : (M : AB)). Note that if B=Mx, x # Q(M) then
(M : (M : AMx))=(M : (M : Ax))=Ax. So that M is an identity under
this operation and if P(M) denotes the set of principal M-ideals, then b
restricted to P(M) makes it a group, where if Mx, My # P(M), then
Mx b My=Mxy.
Proposition 2. I(M), together with the operation b , is a commutative
group with M as identity.
Proof. We have already shown that N(M)=1 and if A, B # I(M), then
N(A b B)=N(A) N(B). By Lemmas 3 and 4, N(I(M)) is a subgroup of
Q+ and so if we show that N : I(M)  N(I(M)) is a bijection as a set map,
the sought after group structure on I(M) is that pulled back from N(I(M)).
We already know the map to be surjective and so we need only show that
it is injective. To that end let A, B # I(M) and suppose that N(A)=N(B).
Set A=A0x0 and B=B0y0 , where A0 , B0 # I(M)+ and a0 , b0 , c0 , d0 # M
with x0=a0b0 and y0=c0 d0 . Here Ab0d0=A0a0d0 M and Bb0d0=
B0c0 b0 M. Because Ab0 d0 # I(M)+, Bb0d0 # I(M)+, and N(Ab0d0)=
N(Bb0d0), we have, by Lemma 2, that Ab0d0=Bb0d0 and thus
A=B. K
Corollary 2. I(M)+ is a factorial monoid.
Proof. Here we will verify the conditions of Theorem 1. We have a map
given by N : I(M)=Q(I(M))+  Q+ and the conditions to be established
are:
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1. N(A b B)=N(A) N(B) for all A, B # I(M).
2. N(A) # Z+ for all A # I(M)+.
3. If A # I(M)+, then N(A)=1 if and only if A is a unit in I(M)+.
4. If A, B # I(M)+ such that A does not divide B and B does not
divide A, then there exists C # (I(M)+ : (I(M)+ : [A, B])) so that
N(C)<Min(N(A), N(B)).
Condition (1) is the content of Lemma 3 and (2) follows from Lemma 2.
As for (3) we already saw that a stronger result is true; i.e., if A # I(M)
then N(A)=1 if and only if A=M. So now we need to verify (4). To that
end let A, B # I(M)+ such that A does not divide B and B does not
divide A. These conditions simply mean that B3 A and A3 B. So
A % ([B _ A])M and B % ([B _ A])M . Hence,
N(([B _ A])M)<Min(N(A), N(B))
and
([B _ A])M (I(M)+ : (I(M)+ : [A, B])). K
The prime elements of I(M)+ are just the prime M-ideals defined as:
P # I(M)+ is prime if whenever A, B # I(M)+ and A b BP, then AP
or BP. So that I(M) is the free abelian group generated by M-prime
ideals. Notice that this is exactly the sort of result one gets for the nonzero
fractional ideals of a Dedekind domain or more generally the group of
divisorial ideals of a Krull domain (see [11]).
Recall that P(M) denotes the group of M-ideals of the form Mx, where
x # Q(M). Denote by P(M)$ the principal M-ideals of the form Mx, with
x # Q(M) and x>0. Further, we call CL(M)=I(M)P(M) the class group
of M.
Corollary 3. The monoid M is factorial of and only if CL(M) is the
identity group.
Proof. Suppose that CL(M) is of order one, i.e., I(M)=P(M). Then
our norm map on ideals becomes a norm map on Q(M) as follows: If
x # Q(M), then N(x)=N(Mx). Here it is easy to see that N : Q(M)  Q+
is an injective group homomorphism and further that properties (1), (2),
and (3) of Definition 1 hold. So that, by Theorem 1, we will have shown
that M is factorial if we show that: given a, b # M with a |% b and b |% a, then
there exists c # (M : (M : [a, b])) with N(c)<Min(N(a), N(b)). To that
end suppose that a, b # M; then (M : (M : [a, b]))M and, further,
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(M : (M : [a, b]))=([a, b])M=Mc, c # M. Now if a |% b and b |% a, then
because c | a and c | b we must have that c properly divides both a and b
and, thus, N(c)<Min(N(a), N(b)).
Now suppose that M is factorial. To show that I(M)=P(M) it suffices
to proof that if A # I(M)+, then A is principal. To that end suppose
A # I(M)+, then N(A)=GCDZ(2)(A)= g has the property that g # M
or &g # M. Thus A=Mg or A=M(&g), but in either case A is
principal. K
Note that M is related to another monoid, |M|=[ |a| | a # M]. It is easy
to see that |M| is also arithmetic and closed and it is not difficult to show
that CL(M)=CL( |M| ); i.e., CL(M) is isomorphic to CL(|M| ). The role
played by CL(M)$=I(M)P(M)$ is not clear, in general, but we do have
the following: There is an obvious exact sequence
1  P(M)P(M)$  CL(M)$  CL(M)  1.
Here P(M)P(M)$ is a finite group of order 1 or 2. Further, there is a
natural submonoid of M given by M+=[a # M | a>0]. Since M is
arithmetic and closed it is clear that M+ is also arithmetic and closed. In
an example given below and in the cases we explore later we shall see that
CL(M)$ is isomorphic to CL(M+) or as we like to write CL(M)$=
CL(M+).
Example 1. Let U be a subgroup of U(2), the group of units of the
ring Z2Z (see [6]). Let M=[a # Z(2) | a+2Z # U]. To show that M is
arithmetic we note that if c # Z(2), then there is a positive integer m so that
cm#1 (mod 2) and so cm # M. We claim further that M is closed because
if a, b # M and a | b in Z(2), then there exists c # Z(2) so that b=ca. Hence,
b+2Z=(c+2Z)(a+2Z), but since b+2Z and a+2Z are in U we have
that (c+2Z)=(b+2Z)((a+2Z)&1 # U, i.e., c # M and so a | b in M.
What are the M-ideals? Let c # Z(2) and c # M, then we have a principal
M-ideal, Mc. But if c is not in M, and &c # M, then we still get a principal
ideal, M(&c). Next suppose that \c  M, then there exist relatively prime
integers c1 , c2 # Z(2) with cc1 #cc2 #1 (mod 2). Hence A=([cc1 , cc2])M
is a nonprincipal M-ideal and N(A)=|c|. So the ideals are of the form
Ax, where x # Q(M) and AM is as constructed above.
The norm map induces a group homomorphism ’ : I(M)  U(2)U,
where if A # I(M), then ’(A)=(N(A)+2Z) U. If (N(A)+2Z) # U, then
N(A) # Q(M) and thus A=MN(A). That is to say we have an exact
sequence
1  P(M)$  I(M)  U(2)U  1.
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It is known that if M is as in Example 1, then (see [6]) CL(M+) is
isomorphic to U(2)U and this will follow as well from the next proposi-
tion.
Proposition 3. Let M be as in Example 1, then CL(M)$=CL(M+).
Proof. We have a surjective group homomorphism _ : I(M)  CL(M +)
given by: if A # I(M), then _(A)=(A & Q(M+)) P(M+). If (A &
Q(M+)) # P(M +), assuming without loss of generality that A is integral,
we have that A & Q(M+)=M+c, where c # M+. So it follows that
McA. Suppose a # A but a  Mc, then it follows that a<0. Since M
consists of residue classes modulo 2, M contains an infinite number of
integers of the form &p, where p is a prime. So choosing a prime p such
that p does not divide c and &p # M, then &pa # M+cMc and so
c | & pa, i.e., a # Mc, a contradiction. Hence A=Mc, c>0 and thus our
result. K
Example 2. Let p0 be a prime not dividing 2. Let M be the free abelian
monoid on the set [& p0] _ S, where S is the set of primes not dividing 2
and not equal to p0 . Now M is not only arithmetic and closed it is clearly
factorial. Here, however, CL(M)$ is of order 2 and CL(M+) is of order 1.
Definition 3. We say that M is almost factorial if CL(M) is a torsion
group.
In general we do not know whether CL(M) is finite but we can say
something about its torsion.
Theorem 2. Every closed arithmetic monoid is almost factorial.
Proof. Here we simply notice that if A # I(M)+ and N(A)= g, then
N(A(m))= gm, where m is a positive integer so that gm # M, and we mean
by A(m), A raised to the m th power in the group I(M). Hence, by
Corollary 2, A(m)=Mgm. K
Theorem 3. Suppose M1 , M2 , ..., Mk is a finite collection of arithmetic
closed monoids and
M= ,
k
i=1
Mi .
Then CL(M) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the product CL(M1)_
CL(M2)_ } } } _CL(Mk).
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Proof. If A # I(M)+, then for each i we set Ai=(A)Mi . If
A, B # I(M)+ then (A b B)Mi=(AB)Mi=(A)Mi b (B)Mi . So the map from
I(M)+ to I(Mi)+ is multiplicative and thus extends to a group
homomorphism from I(M) to I(Mi). Recall that A # I(M)+ is a principal
M-ideal if and only if N(A) # M, and, further Ai is a principal Mi -ideal for
each i if and only if N(A) # Mi for each i, i.e., if and only if A is a principal
M-ideal. Hence we have an injective homomorphism from CL(M) into
CL(M1)_CL(M2)_ } } } _CL(Mk). K
Corollary 4. Suppose M1 , M2 , ..., Mk is a finite collection of arith-
metic closed monoids and
M= ,
k
i=1
Mi .
If CL(Mi) is finite for each i, then CL(M) is finite.
Definition 4. Let / be a character of the group CL(M)$. If
A # C # CL(M)$, then /(A)=/(C). We define the L-function associated to
/ to be L(s, /)=A # I(M)+ /(A) N(A)
&s for Re(s)>1. Since this series is
clearly majorized by the Riemann zeta function it is convergent. Further, if
/0 is the principal character than we call L(s, /0)=Z(s, M) the zeta
function of M.
Example 3. Let M be as in Example 1. If / is a character on
CL(M)$=U(2)U, then / is a numerical character modulo 2 and L(s, /)
is a Dirichlet L-series. Further Z(s, M)=>p | 2 (1& p&s) ‘(s), where ‘(s) is
the Riemann zeta function.
4. QUADRATIC NUMBER FIELDS
Let K be a quadratic number field of discriminant D. If we denote by
OK the ring of K-integers, then we recall that as a Z-module OK
has [1, (D+- D2] as a Z-basis. In other words OK=Z[(D+- D)2].
Let SK=[NKQ(:) | 0{: # OK], where NKQ is the norm from K to Q.
Recall that if :  : is the nontrivial automorphism of K then NKQ(:)
=:: . Let MK=Q(SK) & Z*. We note here that f (X, Y)=(X+((D+
- D)2) Y)(X+((D&- D2) Y)=X2+DXY+((D2&D)4) Y2 is a primitive
binary quadratic form of discriminant D. SK is the set of all nonzero
integers integrally represented by f (X, Y) and MK is the set of all nonzero
integers rationally represented by f (X, Y).
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Example 4. Let K=Q(i), where i2=&1. Here OK=Z[i] is the
Gaussian integers and SK is the set of all positive integers that are the sum
of two integer squares. It is easy to see that in this case SK=MK (see [9,
p. 257]).
Example 5. Let K=Q(- &14). Here OK=Z[- &14] and SK is all
of the positive integers represented by the binary quadratic form X2+
14Y2. Clearly 2 is not an element of SK , but since 2=(23)2+14(13)2, we
have that 2 # MK .
Recall that if L1 and L2 are nonzero ideals of OK we say that L1 is equiv-
alent to L2 if there is an : # K* so that L1=L2:. Further, we call this
narrow equivalence if it is required that N(:)>0. Let H(K) denote the
class group under equivalence and H(K)$ the class group under narrow
equivalence.
Proposition 4. There is an exact sequence
1  H(K)$2  H(K)$  CL(MK)$  1.
Proof. We first construct a surjective homomorphism from the group of
fractional ideals of OK in K, IK , to the group of MK-ideals. Let L # IK , then
there exist y # K* so that LyOK . If A=[NKQ(:) | 0{: # Ly], we set
’(L)=(A)MK N( y
&1). Clearly N(’(L))=NKQ(L). Since we have two norm
maps both of which are multiplicative it follows that ’(L1L2)=
’(L1) ’(L2). To show that ’ is surjective it suffices to show that if P is a
maximal integral MK -ideal, then there exists an integral OK-ideal, L, so
that ’(L)=P. Suppose N(P)= g and p is an integer prime so that p | g. If
(Dp)=1 or (Dp)=0, then there is a prime ideal L in OK so that
NKQ(L)= p. Hence P’(L) and so by the maximality of P we must have
that P=’(L) and p= g. Next if (Dp)=&1, then it follows that p2 | g and
again because of the maximality of P that P=’(OKp), where p2= g.
If L # IK and ’(L)=MK x, where x # Q(MK) and x>0, then N(L)=x.
Because x # Q(MK), there exists an integer d and an element : # OK such
that NKQ(:)=xd 2. Hence L is in the principal genus. Thus it follows that
’ induces a surjective homomorphism from H(K)$ to CL(MK)$ with kernel
H(K)$2. K
Corollary 5. CL(MK)$ is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank t&1,
isomorphic to the group of genera of K.
The group of genera of K is a set of 2t&1 equivalence classes of
ideals. The genus of an ideal is determined by its image in the quotient
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group H(K)$H(K)$2. In his work on binary quadratic forms Gauss
(see [5]) characterized this group and gave an explicit description of
its character group. In this terminology of ideal theory (see [12]) one
has for each of the 2t&1 factorizations D=D1 D2 , where D1=1 and
D2=D or D1 and D2 are both quadratic discriminants and GCD(D1 , D2)
=1, a character given as follows: If P is a prime ideal of K, then
/(P) = (D1 NKQ(P)) = (D2 NKQ(P)) if GCD(NKQ (P), D) = 1, /(P) =
(D1 NKQ(P)) if GCD(NKQ(P), D2) > 1 and /(P) = (D2 NKQ(P)) if
GCD(NKQ(P), D1)>1. If 2 is a nonzero integer, IK (2) and PK (2) denote
the OK ideals prime to 2 and the principal ideals in the narrow sense prime
to 2, then (see [1]) IK (2)PK (2)$ H(K)$. Thus, it follows that if
MK (2)=MK & Z(2), then CL(MK (2))$$CL(MK)$. Setting Q(D)=
Q(Z(D)+), we note that the norm map is a group homomorphism from
I(Mk(D)) into Q(D). If N(D) denotes the image of I(MK (D)) under N,
then it is easy to see (see [7]) that if x # Q(D) and x= pn11 p
n2
2 } } } p
nr
r is the
factorization of x into primes, then x # N(D) if and only if (Dpnii )=1 for
1ir. Let D=q1q2 } } } qt be the unique decomposition of D into a
product of prime discriminants. Recall that prime discriminants are of the
form, q=&4; q=&8; q=8; q= p, where p is a prime with p#1 (mod 4);
or q=&p, where p is a prime with p# &1 (mod 4). Corresponding to this
decomposition are the characters /i on the group N(D) given by
/i (x)=(qi x) for x # N(D) and 1it. These characters generate the
group of genus characters or, what amounts to the same thing, the group
of characters of the group CL(MK (D))$. A useful fact is that the values
/i (NKQ(L))===\1 uniquely determine the genus to which L belongs in
K and thus if A # I(MK (D)) these same values, /i (N(A)), determine the
element of CL(MK (D))$ to which A belongs.
The main tool that we use in our investigation is Hecke’s Satz 147
([7], pp. 199] which we state as a lemma for future reference.
Lemma 5. Let q1 , q2 , ..., qr be r nonzero integers with the property that
whenever qu11 q
u2
2 } } } q
ur
r is a square then each of the ui is even. Let c1 , c2 , ..., cr ,
be the integers 1 or &1, then there are infinitely many primes p, with
(qip)=ci for 1ir.
Lemma 6. If MK {M +K , then there are infinitely many primes p so that
&p # MK .
Proof. Let (qim)==i=\1, 1it, determine the principal class in
CL(MK)$ but not in the narrow sense if &1 is not in MK . By Lemma 4
there are infinitely many primes p so that (qip)==i , for 1it. Hence for
each of these primes there is a prime MK -ideal of the form MK a with
a=&p. Thus, each of these primes has the property that &p # MK . K
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Lemma 7. If A # I(MK) and B=A & Q(M +K ), then
N(A)=N(B).
Proof. We assume that MK {M +K , since otherwise there is nothing to
prove. Suppose that A # I(MK)+ and that N(A)= g. If g # MK , then
B=A & Q(M +K )=M
+
K g and N(B)= g. Now suppose that g is not in MK ,
then there exists a1 , a2 , ..., an # A, n2, so that GCD(a1 , a2 , ..., an)= g. If
we find elements b1 , b2 , ..., bn # MK , so that GCD(b1b2 } } } bn , a1a2 } } } an)
=1, GCD(b1 , b2 , ..., bn)=1 and biai>0 for each i, then b1a1 , b2a2 , ...,
bn an # B and GCD(b1a1 , b2 a2 , ..., bnan)= g; i.e., N(A)=N(B). If
&1 # MK , then choose bi=1 if ai>0 and bi=&1 if ai<0. Finally if &1
is not in MK then by our last lemma MK contains an infinite number of
negative primes and so we choose n different primes p1 , p2 , ..., pn , so that
&pi # M for each i, and GCD( p1p2 } } } pn , a1a2 } } } an)=1. We then set
bi=1 if ai>0 and bi=&pi if ai<0. At last suppose that C # I(MK), then
there is an element b # Z* such that A=Cb2 # I(MK)+; hence
C & Q(M +K )=b
&2(A & M +K ). So it follows that B=C & Q(M
+
K )=
b&2(A & M +K ) and, thus, N(B)=b
&2N(A)=N(C). K
Theorem 4. CL(MK)$=CL(M +K ).
Proof. Our map _ : I(MK)  CL(M +K ) is given by the following: if
A # I(MK), then _(A)=(A & Q(M +K )) P(M
+
K ). This is clearly a homo-
morphism and it is surjective since if B # I(M +K )
+, then A=(B)MK # I(MK)
and _(A)=BP(M +K ). Next if (A & Q(M
+
K )) P(M
+
K )=M
+
K y, y # Q(M
+
K ),
then by the last lemma N(A)= y # Q(MK) and, thus, A=MKy # P(MK)$.
Hence we have an exact sequence 1  P(MK)$  I(MK)  CL(M +K )  1
and our proof is complete. K
5. MULTIPLE DISCRIMINANTS
Let D1 , D2 , ..., Dk be the discriminants of k different quadratic number
fields, K1 , K2 , ..., Kk . Let 2 be the least common multiple of the Dj ’s and
for each j set Mj=M +Kj . We know that if M=
k
i=1 Mi , then CL(M) is
isomorphic to a subgroup of CL(M1)_CL(M2)_ } } } _CL(Mk), but we
look for a more explicit result.
Let N(2)=N(I(M(2)); then N(2) is a subgroup of Q(2)=Q(Z(2)+).
Lemma 8. If x # Q(2) and let x= pn11 p
n2
2 } } } p
nr
r be the factorization of x
into primes, then x # N(2) if and only if (Dj pnii )=1 for 1ir and
1 jk.
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Proof. First suppose that B # I(M); then there is an A # I(M)+ and a
y # Q(M) so that B=Ay. For each j, we have that Bj=(A)Mj y # I(Mj)
and N(Bj)=N(B)=x= pn11 p
n2
2 } } } p
nr
r and so (Djp
ni
i )=1 for 1ir.
Let x # Q(2) with x= pn11 p
n2
2 } } } p
nr
r and suppose that for each j we have
(Dj pnii )=1 for 1ir. Then there is an Mj-ideal Bj so that N(Bj)=x for
each j. Let Dj=q ( j)1 q
( j)
2 } } } q
( j)
tj be the decomposition of each Dj into
products of prime discriminants. For each j the values (q ( j)v x), 1vtj ,
uniquely determines the element of CL(Mj) to which Bj belongs. Let
q1 , q2 , ..., ql be the distinct prime discriminants factors of the Dj , then, by
Lemma 4, there are infinitely many primes p so that (qvp)=(qvx). We
choose such a prime p so that p does not divide 2ab, where x=ab with
a, b # Z(2) and GCD(a, b)=1. For each j we have a prime Mj-ideal Pj in
the same class of CL(Mj) as Bj , with N(Pj)= p. Hence Bj b Pj # P(Mj); i.e.,
N(Bj b Pj)=xp # Q(Mj), for all j, or in other words, xp # Q(M). Finally
because b2xp=abp # M, the M-ideal A=([(ab)2, abp])M has the property
that N(A)=ab and so N(Ab&2)=x. K
As before let Dj=q ( j)1 q
( j)
2 } } } q
( j)
tj be the decomposition of each Dj into
products of prime discriminants. Let V denote the vectorspace over the
field of two elements of arrays of the form (a ( j)v ), 1 jk and 1vtj ,
where a ( j)v takes on values of 0 or 1. It is clear that the dimension of V is
T=kj=1 tj . A subspace R of V is defined by the relation
1= ‘
k
j=1
‘
tj
v=1 \
a ( j)v
x +
av
(j)
for all x # N(2)=N(I(M(2)). We next define a subset S of R which con-
sists of the vectors:
1. k vectors defined by a ( j)v =1 for 1vtj and a
(h)
v =0 for h{ j.
2. Vectors of the form a ( j)v =a
(h)
w =1 all other a
(l )
v =0 if j{h and
q( j)v =q
(h)
w .
3. If all three of the prime discriminants, 8, &8 and &4 are present
as prime discriminant factors of the Dj ’s, say q (1)1 =8, q
(2)
1 =&8, and
q(3)1 =&4, then we include the single vector a
(1)
1 =a
(2)
1 =a
(3)
1 =1 and all
other a ( j)v =0.
Lemma 9. S spans the vectorspace R.
Proof. Let s1 , s2 , ..., sm be the elements of S. Let r # R such that r is
not in the span of S. Let v denote the usual dot product, then there
exists x=(x ( j)v ) # V satisfying r vx=1 and si vx=0 for 1im. Now
select the distinct odd primes among the q ( j)v ’s and when possible at most
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any two of 8, &8, and &4. Let this collection of prime discriminants be
denoted by [q (w)i | (i, w) # J], where J is the appropriate index set. By
Lemma 4 there are infinitely many primes p so that (q (w)i p)=(&1)
xi
(w)
. We
choose one of these primes p. Now the vectors of types 2 and 3 in S ensure that
(q ( j)v p)=(&1)
xv
(j)
for all v and j and vectors of type 1 in S ensure that
(Dj p)=>tjv=1 (q
( j)
v p)=1. Hence, by Lemma 7, there is a prime M-ideal P
so that N(P)= p. Since r=(r( j)v ) # R we have that 1=>
k
j=1 >
tj
v=1 (q
( j)
v p)
rv
(j)
.
But this last product is given by 1=>kj=1 >
tj
v=1 (&1)
xv
(j)rv
(j)
=(&1) r vx=
(&1)1=&1, a contradiction. K
Consider the mapping from { : I(M(2))  V, given as follows. If
A # I(M(2)), then {(A)=( 12 (1&(q
( j)
v N(A))) | 1 jk, 1vtj).
Proposition 5. The mapping { induces an isomorphism between CL(M)
and the orthogonal complement of the space R. Further, the character group
of CL(M) can be obtained by selecting a set of distinct representatives of the
cosets of the quotient space VR.
Proof. If W is the image of I(M(2)) under {, then clearly W is a
subspace of V and is orthogonal to R. We claim that W is the orthogonal
complement of R, since if not there is an element r=(r ( j)v ) not in R
that is orthogonal to W. However kj=1 
tj
v=1 (
1
2 (1&(q
( j)
v n)) r
( j)
v =0 for
n # N(I(M(2))), implies that 1=>kj=1 >
tj
v=1 (q
( j)
v n)
rv
(j)
and so r # R, a
contradiction. Now for the mapping {^ induced by {: If C # CL(M) and
A # I(M)+, so that A # C, then it follows from Lemma 4 that there are
infinitely many primes p so that the class in CL(Mj) to which (A)Mj
belongs is determined by the values (q ( j)v p). Since for each of these primes
we have that (Djp)=1 for all j we have a prime M-ideal P # C with
N(P)= p. Choosing such a p not dividing 2, we set {^(C)={(P). It is easy
to see that {^(C) depends only on C and not on the particular choice of P,
since if B # C and relatively prime to 2, then for each q( j)v , we have that
(q ( j)v N(B))=(q
( j)
v p) and so {(P)={(B). Finally if {(P)=(0), then
(q ( j)v p)=1 for all j and v and so p # Mj for each j. Thus N(P)= p # M;
i.e., P # P(M) and so C is the principal class. If / is a character of
CL(M) and A # I(M), with A # C # CL(M), then /(N(A))=/(A)=/(C).
So taking A # C, relatively prime to 2, we have that /(C)=
>kj=1 >
tj
v=1 (q
( j)
v N(A))
ev
(j)
. Two such characters agree if and only if the
exponents (e ( j)v )&(e$
( j)
v ) # R and so our result. K
Corollary 6. CL(M) is a elementary 2-group of rank T&dim(R).
Corollary 7. If GCD(Di , Dj)=1 for i{ j, then CL(M) is an elemen-
tary 2-group of rank T&k and CL(M)$kj=1 CL(Mj).
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Proof. We note that if GCD(Di , Dj)=1 for i{ j, then S consists of k
linearly independent vectors of type 1, i.e., the vectors s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k ,
where s l=(s ( j)v ), where s
( j)
v =0 if j{l and s
(l )
v =1 for 1vtl . So as
promised dim(W)=T&k is the rank of CL(M) as an elementary abelian
2-group. Next because Wkj=1 CL(Mj) and we also have that
dim kj=1 CL(Mj)=T&k, it follows that CL(M)$
k
j=1 CL(Mj). K
We consider the zeta function and the L-functions of M. Suppose that /
is a character of CL(M). Recall that if A # I(M) and A # C # CL(M), then
/(N(A))=/(A)=/(C). Further if A is relatively prime to 2, i.e.,
GCD(N(A), 2)=1, then
/(A)= ‘
k
j=1
‘
tj
N(A) \
q ( j)v
N(A)+
ev
( j)
=\>
k
j=1 >
tj
v=1 q
( j) ev
( j)
v
N(A) + .
Further if / is not the principal character, then >kj=1 >
tj
v=1 q
( j) ev
( j)
v =
h2D, where D is a nontrivial discriminant, D{Dj for any j and h is a
nonzero integer. We define L-series associated to / to be L(s, /)=
n # N(I(M)+) /(n) n&s, where s is a complex number with Re(s)=_>1. For
the case when k=1 and K1=Q(- &1), there is only the principal charac-
ter and LeVeque proved (see [9]) that L(s, /0)=Z(s, MK1)tb(s&1)
&12
as s  1+, where b is a positive constant. We shall prove a generalization
of this below, but first a technical lemma.
We consider the function : on the positive integers given by :(n)=1 if
n # N(I(M)+) and :(n)=0 in n  N(I(M)+). So if p is a prime not dividing
2, then by Lemma 9, we have :( p)=2&k >kj=1 ((1+(Dj p)). Let
q1 , q2 , ..., qt be the distinct prime discriminants that appear as factors of 2
and let qt&2=8, qt&1=&8, and qt=&4 if all three appear as factors. If
p ranges over all primes not dividing 2, then for each j we have that
(Dj p)=>tf =1 (qfp)
yf
( j)
, where vj=( y ( j)f ) is a vector in the space F
t
2 , with
F2 the field of two elements. If not all three of the &8, 8, and &4 appear,
then H=Span[v1 , v2 , ..., vk]W=Ft2 . Next if all three appear, then
let v 1 , v 2 , ..., v k be the cosets represented by v1 , v2 , ..., vk in F t2 U and
H=Span[v 1 , v 2 , ..., v k] in W, where U is the one-dimensional subspace of
Ft2 spanned by the vector (nf), where nf=0 for 1 ft&3 and
nt&2=nt&1=nt=1.
Lemma 10. If / is a character of CL(M) and p ranges over primes not
dividing 2, then
/( p) :( p)=2&dim(H) \/( p)+ :D # D(/) \
D
p ++ ,
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where D(/) is a finite number of nontrivial discriminants which depend only
on / and M.
Proof. We have that
/( p) :( p)=/( p) 2&k \1+\D1p ++\1+\
D2
p ++ } } } \1+\
Dk
p ++
=2&k/( p) :
u \
q1
p +
u1
\q2p +
u2
} } } \qlp+
ul
,
where u=kj=1 aj vj with aj equal to 1 or 0. The summand (q1 p)
u1
(q2 p)u2 } } } (qlp)ul=(q1 p)u$1 (q2 p)u$2 } } } (qlp)u$l for all p not dividing 2 if
and only if u&u$ # U or u&u$=0, depending on whether all three of the
&8, 8, and &4 appear or not. But in either case each summand appears
2k&dim(H) times. So it follows that
/( p) :( p)=/( p) 2&dim(H)+2&dim(H) :
u  U
/( p) \q1p +
u1
\q2p +
u2
} } } \qlp+
ul
.
If / is the principal character then we are done. Next if / is not the
principal character and /( p)=(q1p)u1 (q2 p)u2 } } } (qlp)ul=1 for all p not
dividing 2, then it follows that /( p)=(Dj1 p)(Dj2 p) } } } (Djm p) for all p.
But by Lemma 7 this would make / principal after all. The lemma now
follows from the fact that there is a fixed quadratic discriminant D0 so that,
for p not dividing 2, /( p)=(D0 p). K
Theorem 5. If / is not the principal character then L(s, /) is analytic
and nonzero in a region containing the half plane Re(s)1. If /=/0 is
the principal character, then L(s, /0)=Z(s, M)tc(M)(s&1)&2
&dim (H) as
s  1+, where c(M) is a positive constant and (s&1)2&dim (H) Z(s, M) is
analytic and nonzero in a region containing the half plane Re(s)1.
Proof. We can write
L(s, /)= :

n=1
:(n) /(n) n&s,
where :(n)=1 if n # N(I(M)+) and :(n)=0 if n  N(I(M)+). Clearly :(n)
is multiplicative in the sense that if GCD(n, m)=1, then :(nm)=:(n) :(m).
So we have that
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L(s, /)=‘
p \1+ :

h=1
:( ph) /( ph) p&hs+
= ‘
p | 2 \1+ :

h=1
:( ph) /( ph) p&hs+ ‘p |% 2 \1+ :

h=1
:( ph) /( ph) p&hs+ .
Since 0:( ph)1, the series h=1 :( p
h) /( ph) p&hs converges for _>0
and so the product over p | 2 is analytic for _> 12 , and bounded for
__0> 12 . Next,
‘
p |% 2 \1+ :

h=1
:( ph) /( ph) p&hs+
= ‘
p |% 2 \1+ :h&odd :( p) /( p) p
&hs+ :
h&even
p&hs+
= ‘
p |% 2 \
1+:( p) /( p) p&s
1& p&2s +
So
L(s, /)= g(s) ‘
p |% 2
(1&:( p) /( p) p&s)&1,
where
g(s)= ‘
p | 2 \1+ :

h=1
:( ph) /( ph) p&hs+
‘
p |% 2
(1& p&2s)&1 ‘
p |% 2
(1&:( p) /( p) p&2s)
is analytic and nonzero for _> 12 and bounded for __0>
1
2 . If Log
denotes the principal branch of the logarithm, then
Log \ ‘p |% 2 (1&:( p) /( p) p
&s)&1+
= :
p |% 2
:( p) /( p) p&s+E1(s),
where
E1(s)= :
p |% 2
:

n=1
:( p)n /( p)n n&1p&ns
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is analytic for _> 12 and bounded for __0>
1
2. If / is not the principal
character then in a similar fashion, Lemma 9 gives
:
p |% 2
:( p) /( p) p&s
=2&dim(H) Log \‘p | 2 \1&\
D0
p + p&s+ LD0(s)+
+2&dim(H) :
D # D(/)
Log \‘p | 2 \1&\
D
p+ p&s+ LD(s)++E2(s),
when the discriminant D0 is selected so that /( p)=(D0 p) and
LD(s)= :

n=1 \
D
n + n&s=‘p \1&\
D
p + p&s+
&1
is the Dirichlet L-function. The function E2 is analytic for _> 12 and
bounded for __> 12. If / is the principal character we get an analogous
expression with LD0(s) replaced by the Riemann zeta function ‘(s)=
n=1 n
&s. We have that
L(s, /)=G(s, /) LD0(s)
2&dim (H) ‘
D # D(/)
LD(s)2
&dim (H)
and
Z(s, M)=G(s, /0) ‘(s)2
&dim (H) ‘
D # D(/0)
LD(s)2
&dim (H)
,
where G is analytic for _> 12 and bounded but no where zero for __0>
1
2 .
Theorem 6 now follows from the theory of the zeta and L-functions. K
Suppose we have one quadratic field, K, with discriminant D. If we set
M=M +K and t equal to the number of distinct prime discriminant factors
of D, then it follows from Corollary 4 that the 2-rank of CL(M) is t&1.
But because in this case dim(H)=1, we have the rank is t&dim(H). What
follows is a generalization of this result which gives a relation between the
2-rank of the class group and the singularity of the zeta function at 1. Let
M be as usual and denote by r(M) the 2-rank of CL(M). Recall that t is
the number of distinct prime discriminants appearing as factors of the Dj ’s.
Further let H be as defined above.
Theorem 6. If all three of &8, 8, and &4 are present among the t prime
discriminants, then
r(M)=t&1&dim(H)
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but if not, then
r(M)=t&dim(H).
Proof. Set W=Ft2 U if all three of &8, 8, and &4 are present among
the t prime discriminants, where U is as defined above and otherwise set
W=Ft2 . We construct a linear map # : W  VR, where V and R are as in
Lemma 8. The map is given as follows: Let p range over all primes in
N(I(M)+), but not dividing 2. Let w=(bf | 1 ft) # W, where
(bf | 1 ft) is taken modulo U if necessary. We have that
‘
t
f =1 \
qf
p +
bf
= ‘
k
j=1
‘
tj
v=1 \
q ( j)v
p +
av
( j)
and #(w)=(a ( j)v | 1 jk, 1vtj) modulo R. It follows from the defini-
tion of R that our map is not only well defined but surjective. Now the
kernel of # is clearly the subspace H and so r(M)=dim(VR)=dim(W)&
dim(H) and hence our result. K
If P is a prime M-ideal then N(P)= p or N(P)= p2, where p is an
integer prime. We say P is of degree 1 if N(P)= p but of degree 2 if
N(P)= p2.
Theorem 7. If C # CL(M), then there are infinitely many prime
M-ideals of degree 1 in C.
Proof. Those who know the proof of Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in
an arithmetic progression will find no surprises here. If / is a character of
CL(M) and P ranges over the prime M-ideals, then we clearly have the
Euler product
L(s, /)=‘
P
(1&/(P) N(P)&s)&1
for Re(s)=_>1. Using the principal branch of the logarithm we have that
Log(L(s, /))=:
P
/(P) N(P)&s+R(s, /),
where R(s, /)=P 

n=2 /(P)
n n&1N(P)&ns is finite at s=1. If C ranges
over the elements of CL(M) and _>1 we have that
:
P
/(P) N(P)&s=:
c
/(C) :
P # C
N(P)&s.
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So setting
f (s, C)= :
P # C
N(P)&s,
we obtain
Log(L(s, /))=:
C
/(C) f (s, C)+R(s, /).
Now fixing C0 in CL(M) and letting / range over all characters of CL(M),
we have that
:
/
/(C (&1)0 ) Log(L(s, /))=:
C
:
/
/(C b C&10 ) f (s, C)+RC0(s),
where RC0(s) is finite at s=1. Let /0 denote the principal character. Since
/ /(C b C (&1)0 ) is 0 if C{C0 and |CL(M)| of C=C0 , we obtain
Log(L(s, /0))+ :
/{/0
Log(L(s, /))=|CL(M)| f (s, C0)+RC0(s).
According to Theorem 7, L(1, /) is finite and not zero for /{/0 but
Log(L(1, /0)) is not finite. Hence P # C0N(P)
&1 diverges and so it follows
that an infinite number of the P # C0 are of degree 1. K
With a bit more effort one can compute the value of the positive con-
stant of Theorem 7 to be the limit of a conditionally convergent product.
Namely
c(M)=
?2
6
‘
p \1+
:( p)
p +\1&
1
p+
2&dim(H)
.
Further, one can use the zero-free region of the Dirichlet L-functions (see
for instance [9, pp. 257] to show that if P ranges over prime M-ideals and
C # CL(M), then
|[P # C | N(Px)] |t
2&dim(H)
|CL(M)|
x
|log(x)|
and
|[A # C | N(A)x]|t
c(M)
|CL(M)| 1(2&dim(H))
x
(log(x))1&2&dim (H)
.
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6. EXAMPLES
Given discriminants D1 , D2 , ..., Dk and the number t of distinct prime
discriminant factors of the Dj ’s we need only compute the dimension of H
and note whether or not all three of 8, &8, and &4 appear to determine
r(M).
Example 6. Examples with two discriminants D1 , D2 are the simplest
because not all three of 8, &8, and &4 can appear as prime discriminant
factors and it is easy to see that we always have dim(H)=2. For our
example we take D1=(&4)(&3)(5)(&7) and D2=(&3)(5)(13)(&7).
Here we have that t=5, and, thus, r(M)+5&2=3.
Example 7. Now consider D1=&20=(&4)(5), D2=&56=(8)(&7),
D3=280=(&8)(5)(&7), D4=28=(&4)(&7), and D5=40=(8)(5). In
this case we have that t=5 and all three of 8, &8, and &4 appear as prime
discriminant factors of the Dj ’s. By Theorem 6 we need only compute
dim(H) in the formula r(M)=t&dim(H)&1. To compute the dim(H) we
list the distinct prime discriminants of all of the Dj and below that the vec-
tors vj corresponding to each discriminant Dj .
5 &7 &4 &8 8
D1 1 0 1 0 0
D2 0 1 0 0 1
D3 1 1 0 1 0
D4 0 1 1 0 0
D5 1 0 0 0 1
We next compute the rank of the above 5 by 5 matrix of 0’s and 1’s
modulo the vector (0, 0, 1, 1, 1) to obtain dim(H). Row reducing our
matrix gives us
\
1 0 1 0 0
+0 1 0 0 10 0 1 1 10 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1
and thus dim(H)=3 and so r(M)=5&3&1=1.
In what follows we will use only Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in an
arithmetic progression to construct an infinite number of quadratic number
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field Kj with discriminants [Dj]j=1 , such that GCD(Di , Dj)=1 for i{ j.
Further if Mj=M +Kj , the order of each group CL(Mj) will be bigger than
1 and
CL(M)$

j=1
CL(M +Kj ),
where M=j=1 Mj .
Let [aj]j=1 be a sequence of positive integers with aj2 for j1. We
construct discriminants Dj and sets of primes Sj and Ej inductively as
follows: Choose a1 primes p1 , p2 , ..., pa1 , where pi #1 (mod 4) for 1ia1
and set D1= p1p2 } } } pa1 . Now choose a set, S1 , of 2
a1 primes q#1
(mod 4), with GCD(q, D1)=1, as follows: Each C # CL(M1) is determined
by a sequence of character values ( piq)==i and we choose two primes
for each class q1 and q2 , both of which represent this class in the
sense that ( pi q1)=( piq2)==i for 1ia1 . Next choose the set of
primes E1=[ p | p  S1 , (D1 p){ &1] and set l1=min(E1). Assume that
D1 , D2 , ..., Dj&1 , S1 , S2 , ..., Sj&1 , and E1 , E2 , ..., Ej1 are constructed. Let
Pj&1=> j&1k=1 >p # Sk p and 2j&1=>
j&1
k=1 Dk . Let lj&1=min(Ej&1). Select
primes p1 , p2 , ..., paj , so that GCD( pk , 2j&1 lj&1)=1 and pk #1
(mod 4Pj&1). Provisionally set Dj= p1p2 } } } paj . If (Dj lj&1)=&1 we
accept Dj , but if (Djlj&1)=1 we replace p1 by p^1 so that ( p^1 lj&1)
=&( p1 lj&1) and p^1 # (mod 4Pj&1). This can certainly be done since it
amounts to choosing a prime in a certain residue class modulo 4Pj&1 lj&1.
We now take Dj= p^1p2 } } } paj and we notice that (Djlj&1)=&1. We also
have that for any prime divisor d of Dj , (dp)=1 for any prime
p #  j&1k=1 Sk . Just as before select a set of 2
aj primes each congruent to 1
modulo 42j&1 and twice representing each class of CL(Mj). Next letting p
range over primes we set Ej=[ p | p   jk=1 Sk , (Dkp){&1, 1k j],
with lj=min(Ej).
Theorem 8. If M=j=1 Mj , then
CL(M)$

j=1
CL(Mj).
Proof. We define a group homomorphism _ from I(M) to
j=1 CL(Mj) as follows: If P is a prime M-idea and N(P)= p
2 for some
integer prime p, then P=Mp2 and _(P)=(Cj)j=1 , where Cj=1 for all j.
Next if N(P)= p, p an integer prime, then p # S=j=1 Sj since otherwise
p # Ej for all j and so jlj p for all j, which is impossible. Now p # S
means that there is a unique k so that p # Sk , since S=j=1 Sj is a disjoint
union. Further p represents a class C in CL(Mk) and we set
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_(P)=(Cj)j=1 , where if j{k, then Cj=1 and Ck=C. Extend _ by multi-
plicativity to all of I(M). More explicitly if B # I(M), then there exist
A # I(M)+ and y # Q(M), with B=Ay, and _(B)=(Cj)j=1 , where
Cj=(A)Mj yP(Mj). To show that _ is surjective it suffices to show that if
C # CL(Mk) for some k1, the there exists an prime M-ideal P such that
_(P)=(Cj)j=1 , where Cj=1 for j{k and Ck=C. To that end let q1 and
q2 be two primes in Sk , both of which represent C. Then there are Mk -
prime ideals Q1 and Q2 , so that N(Q1)=q1 , N(Q2)=q2 and Q1 , Q2 # C.
Because q1 and q2 are in Sk it follows that q1 , q2 # Mj for j{k. Further
Q1 b Q2 # P(Mk) implies that N(Q1 b Q2)=q1q2 # Mk . Hence q1q2 # M and
P=([q21 , q1q2])M is the required prime M-ideal. Finally suppose that
B # I(M) and _(B)=(Cj)j=1, where Cj=1 for all j. If B=Ay, A # I(M)
+
and y # Q(M), then we have that (A)Mj y # P(Mj) for all j and so
N(B) # Q(Mj) for all j, from which it follows that N(B) # Q(M), i.e.,
B # P(M). K
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